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From the President 
By Scott Savage, Interlake #1340 

 

  

With the Nationals over, it is time 
to get back to work doing the 
business of the ISCA. I am very 
excited to announce that the George 
Fisher Endowment boat grant 
program is off to a fantastic start. 
Those of you who attended 
Nationals probably met Brett 
Freeman sailing Interlake 1320. 
Brett is the first young sailor to be 

awarded use of a Grant Boat under this new program. Brett 
chose to sail in the Championship Division and learned a lot 
about racing Interlakes in our most competitive event. It 
speaks volumes that he came back pumped up to take on 
the fall portion of the Travelers Series. When you see him, 
introduce yourself and give him a little mentoring along the 
way.  Remember this program is made possible by you the 
members of the class and through your generosity, thank 
you again. 

As I look forward to my year as your President I am 
reminded that this is a volunteer organization. I am looking 
for a few folks that are willing to work alongside your 
executive committee and give back to the ISCA. Jeff Clark 
who has been our Chief Measurer and LONG time member 
of the measurement committee would like to step down for a 
well deserved break. I would ask that if you are interested in 
a place on the committee please contact me or your regional 
VP. Speaking of VP’s I would also send out an urgent 
request for a Michigan nominee. Currently the Michigan 
fleets are not represented on the executive committee. 

I am excited to announce that Fleet #40’s Nationals bid 
has been accepted and the 2011 event will be hosted at 
Buckeye Lake Yacht Club. Please support the growth of our 
class and make plans early to attend what promises to be a 
great event. I hope to see many of you on the road this fall 
closing out a fantastic season of sailing Interlakes. 
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Intercom Feature            

2010 Interlake Nationals 
By Scott Savage, 2010 National Champion, Interlake #1340 

When I sat down to write this article my thoughts 
turned to all the people to thank, the great competition, 
friendly hosts, etc. Then it dawned on me that this 
year’s edition of “The Nationals” had something special 
about it. What it had was a sense of friendship and 
camaraderie that is not always present at premier 
events.  Our hosts at Indian Lake managed to pull off a 
large event with a very small feel to it. I congratulate 
Fleet 10 and Leatherlips Fleet 23 for this. 

As is the tradition at our ISCA Nationals, the 
Women’s and Junior National Championships were 
sailed on Wednesday while the majority of competitors 
were registered and measured. The conditions were 
beautiful for racing with very warm temps and plenty of 
breeze.  

The race management team got in 4 races for the 
fleet with the outcome for the Women’s Champion 
coming down to the last race of the series.  When the 
dust settled Bridget Ireland with crew Carol Zaugg and 
Tiffany Parker held off Betsy Bradley’s and Cara 
Sanderson’s teams to take home the Championship to 
Mohican Sailing Club. 

The Junior Championship was won David Aspery and 
crew Conner Smith of Hoover Sailing Club with straight 
bullets over Ben Wilson with crew Sarah Wood and Matt. 
Ben’s boat was crewed by 7

th
 graders and should be a 

force in the future as they get more time in the boat and 
on the water. Congratulations to all the Juniors for 
getting out there and taking part. 

 
Champions Scott and Rick Savage 

 
Women’s championship team 

Photos in this article by Steve and Lisa Aspery 

 

Junior Champs 

After the fleet returned everyone was treated to a 
terrific pizza dinner provided by our builder Terry 
Kilpatrick and Customflex.  Thank you Terry for all the 
support you give to the members of the class. PRO 
Steve Harris spoke at the skippers meeting and gave 
competitors clear instructions on his race management 
plans and little tidbits like “I don’t do General Recalls” - 
a word to the wise.  

Thursday morning arrived with beautiful conditions 
even at 8:00am. It was obvious we were in for a great 
day on the course. Race one went off right on time in 7-
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12knts from the NNE.  It quickly became a fight to hold 
your lane while playing the shifts. Much of the fleet split 
out to the right side of the course and when the 2 sides 
converged at the weather mark it showed that the left 
side boats had gained a slight advantage and got around 
first. The downwind legs of these long Windward 
Leewards proved to be as challenging as the upwind 
legs for most sailors. 

We found ourselves locked in tight battle with the 
Parkers[923] Asperys[1402] and Hank and Bob[1411] on 
the long run. At the end of the leg not much had changed 
and we took the battle back upwind. Using our new 
learned left side lesson we chose to go center left and 
this began to pay quickly. The compass was only telling 
part of the story as the velocity was quickly filling from 
course left as well. We stayed on our plan and 
hammered out a small lead that we were able to convert 
to a win on the long nail biting run. All I can say is that 
anyone who tells you that finishing on a run is fun is lying 
or crazy as the fleet bears down on you with new wind. 

Race 2 got underway quickly with a slight down in 
average breeze 6-11knts this time and a swing to the 
NE. This slight right shift really confused us as we 
thought from the forecast we would see more left as the 
day progressed. 

and we battled with Bob and Hank for the second and 
third spots followed by the Parkers and Vanderhorsts. 
What would turn out to be the last race of the day saw 
the breeze build further to 8-14knts and a further left 
progression to the NNW.  

Rick and I finally got the start we wanted and felt we 
had things going our way the entire race. We were 
fortunate enough to gain a bit of a buffer and sail our 
own race. Behind us was an epic battle between Bob 
Sagan [1411] and Steve Aspery [1402]. The final run 
became a gybing duel between 2 well sailed boats. I 
watched as they were overlapped time after time, 
gybing, luffing and driving to the finish. In the end Bob 
and Hank prevailed over Steve and his crew. Probably 
the hardest fought 2

nd
 and 3

rd
 place finish I have 

witnessed in years. Marion Zaugg and Jim Ward 
rounded out the top 5 with the Wilsons and Parkers in 
hot pursuit. After a series of General Recalls racing was 
called for the day. 

 

2
nd

 place - Hank and Bob 

Hank B and Bob Sagan were not fooled however as 
they powered off the line and marched out to the left 
side and led us around the course. The right side shift 
did indeed pay off for the Chapins[1317] and they were 
hot on our heels the entire race. The move of the race 
went to Craig Tovell for his left side faith on the second 
beat that moved him from the high teens to a top 5 finish 
in a matter minutes. In the end the top 5 were Hank, 
Savage, Chapin, Aspery and Tovell.  

After a quick break we returned for race 3 and a 
northerly shift building back to 7- 11knts. After a quick 
sequence we found ourselves following Team Aspery 
around the course waiting for them to make a mistake to 
give us a chance. As it turned out they sailed flawlessly 

 

Cornhole champs – Jim and Craig 

As the National Race Committee Chair this year I 
had been watching the weather closely for the event. I 
knew Friday was a day with an “iffy” forecast. Iffy was 
not even close. The wind never filled and we were 
forced to postpone for most of the day. The folks of Fleet 
10 were ready for this and as the AP went up so did the 
Cornhole tournament and the boatbuilding competition. 
A fantastic response from all the volunteers and a great 
plan from the regatta organizers turned a long wait into a 
day of socializing and family time while we waited for the 
wind. When it became obvious that conditions for fair 
sailing were not going to happen we feasted on Plaza 
Inn Fish dinner that has become part of the Indian Lake 
Regatta tradition. 

Going into Saturday’s finale Rick and I had a fight on 
our hands. The top 5 boats were still grouped tightly on 
scores if we got to a throw-out for the series. If we didn’t 
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get to 6 races the top 3 were a tight bunch with 
Savages at 6 pts, Hank at 10pts and Asperys at 
14. Rick and I talked about a strategy that would 
keep us close to Hank and Bob in race 5 to 
minimize any advantage they might gain. Little did 
we know that by staying with them we would both 
have to sail out of a potential series breaker.  We 
got a great start with Bob and Hank close by as 
we sailed out to the ill fated left side for the first 
weather leg. 

As we got upwind a steady right side shift 
moved in and boats on the left were caught on the 
outside of a 20+ degree shift. Needless to say we 
had sailed deep left and were not finding much to 
center ourselves up on the course.  The only 
“good” news was that we were not alone and Bob 
and Hank were sharing the left side with us. As 
we rounded in the low 20’s we knew we had to dig 
out but stay with Hank and Bob at the same time. 
At the leeward gate the fleet was sailing to the 
right side of the course and lifting. Just before we 
rounded, a look upwind revealed pressure on the 
left side with a dark cloud formation behind it. 
Apparently Hank also spotted it and we both took 
a chance on the left side redeeming itself. As luck 
would have it the pressure made its way to us and 
was a lift as well. The right side boats went soft 
and we saw a chance to consolidate some of our 
positions. Hank and I both tacked and used our 
new pressure to catch up our lost ground.  

 At the mark Brad Huntley and Surge 
Vanderhorst rounded ahead of us and a huge sigh 
of relief was felt onboard as our upwind strategy 
had put us back in the game. Surge went on to 
win, we were second, and Brad came home third. 
We had our Houdini race behind us; we hoped 
and vowed to sail our own race from now on, 
although I think I would have gone left anyway. 
Hank recovered to an 8

th
 and Aspery 9

th
 so we 

had a little more breathing room going in to race 

 

Surge and Kathy Vanderhorst - 3
rd

 place 

6.  Race 6 was a clinic by Surge as he started fast and never let 
up. Jim Ward applied the pressure but in the end could only 
watch Kathy and Surge win and settled for 2

nd
 as the breeze 

began to build. We sailed to a 3
rd

 and at this point it was our 
throw out, our hope coming in was not to score out of the top 5 in 
case we did not get in enough races for the throw out.  Then 
came the rain, and wind. Race 7 started in rain and wind and hits 
just kept coming. Hank and Bob sailed well and led the fleet 
around as the breeze built, Craig Tovell was 2

nd
, Marion Zaugg 

3
rd

 and we came in 4
th
 with AJ Savage having his best ride of the 

series right behind. I copied the weather history from the local 
station to show the BIG breeze we all saw.  Of course the fact we 
paddled in only minutes later showed the uniqueness of the 
weather. 
 

11:53 
AM South 9.2 mph  -  0.04 in  Rain 

12:00 
PM SSW 8.1 mph  -  0.02 in  Rain 

12:45 
PM South 12.7 mph  -  0.07 in  Rain 

12:51 
PM SE 23.0 mph  28.8 mph  0.10 in  

Heavy 
Rain 

12:53 
PM SE 28.8 mph  33.4 mph  0.11 in  

Heavy 
Rain 

1:01 
PM Calm Calm -  0.02 in  

Light 
Rain 

In conclusion I would like to thank my brother Rick for crewing 
with me; any of you who have sailed with him know what an asset 
he is on your team. I would also like to congratulate Dan and 
Marlene Graf for their win in the Challengers division. All the folks 
in Fleets 10 and 23 deserve a “Well Done” for putting on one of 
the finest and friendliest regattas I have had the privilege to 
attend in years. And a special thanks to the Race Management 
Team. PRO Steve Harris and Co. served up 7 great races for all 
of us to enjoy.  See you next year at our newest fleet #40 at 
Buckeye Lake. 
 

 

Challenger champs – Tim Lohner and Bruce Tran 2
nd

 place, and  

Dan and Marlene Graf – 1
st
 place. 
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Sailed:7, Discards:1, To count:6, Entries:27, Scoring system:Appendix A 

Rank 
Bow 

# 

Sail 

# 
Helm Crew Club R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 Nett 

1st 13 1340 Scott Savage Rick Savage HSC 1  2  2  1  2  3  (4) 11  

2nd 0 1411 Hank Boissoneault Bob Sagan   4  1  3  2  8  (24) 1  19  

3rd 21 1418 

Sjoerd-Jan 

Vanderhorst Kathy Vanderhorst SSC 3  6  5  9  1  1  

(28.0 

DNF) 25  

4th 81 1402 Steve Aspery David Aspery, Jeff Jones HSC 6  4  1  3  9  7  (16) 30  

5th 22 1425 Jim Ward Jay Mueller SSC 5  7  (12) 5  6  2  6  31  

6th 16 1299 Marion Zaugg 

Carol Zaugg, Bridget 

Ireland MYC (13) 9  10  4  12  4  3  42  

7th 30 923 Bryan Parker Tiffany Parker, Seth Parker   2  16  4  7  (19) 12  9  50  

8th 1 1133 Craig Tovell Jim Lodico HSC 7  5  (23) 15  18  10  2  57  

9th 17 1399 Brad Huntley Fritz Everson SSC (26) 13  11  8  3  5  17  57  

10th 2 1240 Dick Evans 
Carolyn Tanner, Dianna 

Evans, Cindy Elmore LYC 9  18  14  (20) 5  8  11  65  

11th 33 1267 Jamie Jones Lisa Aspery, Joe Hurst HSC 16  8  7  12  (20) 13  10  66  

12th 6 1293 AJ Savage Jill McCaughan LYC 12  11  20  10  (21) 9  5  67  

13th 9 1317 Clark Chapin Bill Chapin PLYC 8  3  (21) 16  4  18  20  69  

14th 11 1332 Bob Bradley Betsy Bradley JRSC 10  10  9  14  (16) 15  13  71  

15th 8 1305 Alan Freeland 
Lindsey Holmes, Jeff 

Tyndall HSC 17  12  8  (27) 13  17  12  79  

16th 45 1417 Stuart Fisher 
Amanda Fisher, Matt 
Fisher, Lisa Fisher HSC 24  (27) 17  11  7  14  7  80  

17th 12 1333 Bill Sanderson 

Mike Stratton, Cara 

Sanderson MYC 15  14  13  13  17  11  (19) 83  

18th 14 1374 Don Wilson Jane Wilson, Ben Wilson IYC 14  (21) 18  6  15  16  21  90  

19th 32 1376 Bryan Bradley Jim Bradley, Sarah Bradley JRSC 18  (25) 15  25  11  25  8  102  

20th 7 1382 Mark Presley Jamie Holley HSC 20  19  26  22  10  6  
(28.0 
DNF) 103  

21st 35 1280 Scott Graham Craig Gallagher LYC 11  23  6  23  (26) 20  22  105  

22nd 41 1286 Jack Coleman Ann Taylor PLYC 22  20  16  (26) 14  19  24  115  

23rd 37 1248 Kevin Bracy Becky Vardian SSC 23  15  25  21  23  (27) 15  122  

24th 38 1153 Doug Savage MIchael Savage PYC 21  17  19  18  24  (26) 23  122  

25th 10 1325 Ron Gall Ray Gall JRSC 19  26  (27) 17  25  22  15  124  

26th 39 1320 Brett Freeeman Tom McJunkin, Sean Peck HSC (27) 22  24  24  22  23  18  133  

27th 15 1380 Brook Smith Sheri Hartlep PLYC 25  24  22  19  27  21  

(28.0 

DNF) 138  

 

2010 Interlake National Championships 

Championship Division 

Women’s Division 

Sailed:4, Discards:0, To count:4, Entries:3, Scoring system:Appendix A 

Rank 
Bow 

# 
Sail 

# 
Helm Crew Club R1 R2 R3 R4 Nett 

1st 7 1299 Bridget Ireland Carol Zaugg, Tiffany Parker MYC 2 1 2 1 6 

2nd 11 1332 Betsy Bradley Becky Vardian JRSC 1 2 1 2 6 

3rd 12 1333 Cara Sanderson Angie Gall, Lynn Ensinger MYC 3 3 
4.0 

DNF 
4.0 

DNS 14 
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  Challenger Division 

Sailed:6, Discards:1, To count:5, Entries:13, Scoring system:Appendix A 

Rank Bow # Sail  Helm Crew Club R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 Nett 

1st 34 1393 Dan Graf Marlene Graf ILYC 1  2  1  1  1  
(14.0 
DNF) 6 

2nd 28 1274 Tim Lohner Bruce Tran HSC 2  1  5  2  4  
(14.0 

DNF) 14 

3rd 3 1427 Chip Wood 
Sarah Wood, 

Chad Wienman ILYC 6  3  8  5  2  
(14.0 
DNF) 24 

4th 36 1424 Mike McClinchie Bill Smith HSC 10  4  3  3  5  
(14.0 
DNF) 25 

5th 23 472 Robert Herbig Joy Dorethy SMSA (11) 6  2  10  9  1  28 

6th 31 1324 Scott Solsman Tim Bachman HSC 8  8  9  4  3  
(14.0 
DNF) 32 

7th 5 1405 Ron Seiter Erin Seiter ILYC 3  5  6  11  11  
(14.0 
DNF) 36 

8th 27 1209 Mike Mirachi Kurt Andrews LYC 9  7  4  7  10  
(14.0 

DNF) 37 

9th 25 902 Tom Wills Sue Wills MYC 4  10  12  9  7  
(14.0 
DNF) 42 

10th 26 1199 Spencer Stuart Megan Stuart   5  12  13  6  12  
(14.0 
DNF) 48 

11th 29 1289 Rob Ciccotelli Larry Basford HSC 12  9  7  12  8  
(14.0 
DNF) 48 

12th 4 1385 Pat Tynan Jenny Tynan ILYC 13  11  11  8  6  
(14.0 

DNF) 49 

13th 24 681 Gary Savage Dick Dorn LYC 7  13  10  13  13  
(14.0 
DNF) 56 

 

Juniors Division 

Sailed:4, Discards:0, To count:4, Entries:2, Scoring system:Appendix A 

Rank 
Bow 

# 
Sail 

# 
Helm Crew Club R1 R2 R3 R4 Nett 

1st 81 1402 David Aspery Conner Smith HSC 1 1 1 1 4 

2nd 14 1374 Ben Wilson Matt, Sarah Wood IYC 2 2 2 2 8 

 

 
Challenger champs Dan and Marlene 

Photo by Jess Ewing 
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Indian Lake Nationals – Then and Now 
By Lisa Aspery, Interlake 1402 
 
1993 ISCA Marketing Chairperson Jeff Thompson and builder Terry Kilpatrick convinced Sailing World writer and 
sailor Dave Powlison to sail Terry’s newest boat, #1331, at Nationals that year.  Dave wrote a very nice article that 
was published in the October 1993 issue.  We thought you might enjoy excerpts from that article. 
 
 7 of 1993’s top ten sailed in this year’s Nationals, 6 of 1993’s top ten were in 2010’s top ten.   
 
 Skip Dieball won his first Interlake Nationals in 1993 at the tender age of 22.  He would certainly have been a 

contender for the win had he raced this year. 
 

 Slow / no wind day in 1993: ISCA Intergalactic Uno Championship won by Shelly Gall (most points award to AJ 
Savage); volleyball match set up by Jim Lodico – the “experienced” team led by Marion Zaugg “managed to 
beat their taller and more youthful foes in straight games.”  Slow / no wind in 2010: Tinfoil boat competition – 
[name not available at press time], holding the most pennies before sinking; and the Cornhole Tournament – 
won by Craig Tovell and Jim Lodico after beating youthful competitors Brett Freeman and Stu Fisher. 

 
 Indian Lake is still a great place to visit! 

 
 

 

 

 2010 National 
champion Scott 
Savage sailing with 
brother AJ in 1993. 
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Championship action at 2010 Nationals.  Photo by Jess Ewing. 
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2010 Start 
Photo by Larry Basford 

Below: Current Junior Champ David Aspery held by Will Miller, Craig and Collin Tovell, Claire and Scott Savage. 
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Everyone’s happy to be sailing in after the final race! 

Bob and 
Hank 

Team Evans 

Photos by Jess Ewing 
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Intercom Tips and Techniques       
     

Racing Basics – Part 2 
by Mark Johnson [copyright 1/19/95]  

Selected excerpts – from the website http://www.uiowa.edu/~sail/skills/racing_basics/index1.shtml 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Photo by Bud Cline 

Beating Upwind 

Going upwind is the most important skill for the new 
racer to learn. You can come back from a bad start and 
you won't lose that many places on the downwind legs, 
even if you are slow. If you can't go upwind well, though, 
you can give up the game, because it is on these legs 
that the most spots are gained and lost.  

Boat Trim (as opposed to sail trim)  

The first thing you have to think about is that you are 
sailing in a boat – a boat that floats in the water. 
Whatever movements you make when you're sailing 
affect the relationship between the two, and this 
relationship is vital to understand because it's the water 
that slows the boat down the most.  

Fore and Aft Trim 

Drag affecting the hull is sometimes a difficult thing to 
detect, but there are ways to find and reduce it. For 
instance, while you're sailing, move back in the boat until 
you're sitting on the transom. Look down behind the boat 
and you will notice a lot of little swirlies coming off the 
stern. You will also hear water rushing back there. That 
noise is drag - your boat spending some of its energy 
making pretty pictures in the water - ones that slow you 
down.  

This is an easy problem to fix - just move forward until 
you see the water smooth out behind the boat. This 
reduces the drag generated by the stern sitting in the 
water. Now the water has a nice, smooth exit from the 
stern, and it won't make as much noise.  

Side to Side Heel 

Keep the Damn Boat Flat!!! The most important rule 
for going upwind is to keep the boat as flat as possible. 
This does some great things for the boat.  

Why: First, when the boat is completely flat, the 
centerboard will be as deep in the water as possible.  

 

Maximizing the depth of the board in the water allows 
it to do its job the best. If you're slipping sideways while 
going upwind, you're losing ground to those who aren't. 
As an experiment, lift the board halfway while sailing 
upwind. You will notice the boat won't point as high, and 
as an added bonus, you can watch the trees on the edge 
of the lake go by sideways (a beautiful sight!).  

Second, when the boat is heeled, the hull acts as a 
rudder and tries to turn the boat in one direction or the 
other. In order to sail a straight line, the real rudder will 
have to be used more in the opposite direction. 
Whenever it's used in this fashion, you will see the nasty 
drag swirlies coming off the transom. Again, these 
swirlies, as all others, require energy to form - energy 
that is better used going fast in a straight line. FLATTEN 
THE BOAT!!  

How: Here's where you may learn something new: When 
that puff hits your boat, if you're yelling at the crew to 
hike, you're doing the wrong thing. You must ease the 
sail, even dump it way down sometimes. If the boat heels 
up, it's only the skipper that is to blame.  

Think about this: the crew's job is to keep the mainsail 
full, not keep the boat down - that's the skipper's job. 
Here's how it should go:  

1. the puff hits,  
2. the skipper lets enough out to keep the boat flat,  
3. looking up at the sail, the skipper decides she or 

he would like to use more of the main, so she or 
he calls the crew up to the rail.  

One more note. Between the above steps 1 and 2, 
the boat will heel - that's your signal that the puff hit. 
However, learn to react quickly enough so it goes up so 
slightly that only you notice. Your crew shouldn't even 
feel the movement. That's your goal, and I'm not 
exaggerating!  

For some techniques on staying flat and fast, read the 
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  two following sections on EASE-HIKE-TRIMming and 
FEATHERING.  

A Note about Light Winds 

In very light winds, it is still important to be able to 
point into the wind, but the main emphasis should be on 
speed. For this reason, when the wind is so light that it 
doesn't have enough energy to keep the sails open, you 
must use gravity.  

Heel the boat slightly to leeward, enough to hold the 
sails open. This way, when the next puff comes along, it 
will spend its energy pushing the boat forward, instead 
of just opening the sail. Also, whatever flow you may 
have will detach itself from the sail if it doesn't have 
shape.  

In this mode, the boat won't point very high, so don't 
force it. Let the sail out at least to the corner of the 
transom, and be very, very careful to keep the boat still. 
All your movements should be slow and easy, so as not 
to disturb the intimate relationship your sail is hopefully 
having with the wind. The goal is to keep the boat 
moving. If you stop, you're dead!  

Technique: Ease-Hike-Trim 

"Isn't it okay to let the boat heel up when the puff hits 
- then I can hike it flat and use all the energy the wind 
just sent my way?" NO WAY. Even if a puff hits and you 
feel you can hike it flat, it's much better to ease the sail 
a bit, and there are two reasons for this.  

First, when the puff hits and heels the boat up, you 
will be blown immediately sideways - not the direction 
you want to go. If there is too much power in the sails, 
let some go - that's always better for your speed to the 
next mark.  

Second, when the wind hits, the apparent wind 
moves back because of the new injection of true wind; 
i.e. every puff that heels your boat is a lift. This means 
the sail, if it's kept in, is over-trimmed. You will lose the 
connection the wind has with the sail, so let it out.  

EASE-HIKE-TRIM is a great rule to make the boat 
go fast when the puffs hit. Here's how it goes:   

1. When the puff hits the boat, EASE the sail, but 
just enough to keep it flat.  

2. Immediately afterwards, start to HIKE a little, 
and at the same time,  

3. TRIM the sail back in.  

The HIKE and TRIM steps should happen at the 
same time, counterbalancing each other.  

Your concentration should be on keeping the boat 
completely flat, throughout the entire puff (and don't be 
afraid to dump a lot if the puff is a big one). The initial 
ease keeps the boat flat and prepares the sail for the 
new wind direction. The goal is to use the puff to its 
fullest, so as soon as you can rein in that power, with 
the hike and trim, do it. This whole maneuver should 
take about 3 seconds.  

Whenever you're going upwind you should hear the 

ratchet of the mainsheet block almost constantly (in-out-in-
out...). This is a sign that you are adjusting the sail enough 
to keep it trimmed correctly.  

Practice this in the puffs until it's very smooth and 
natural. It will become ingrained the more you use it, and it 
soon won't take any concentration at all.  

Apparent Wind 

This is a short discussion on a phenomenon that is 
important to keep in mind, no matter what leg of the 
course you're on. The breeze you feel in the boat is a 
mixing of two separate breezes - one which is from the 
real direction (true wind), and the other, from straight 
ahead caused by the motion of your boat (generated 
wind). The product is the apparent wind.  

Imagine riding a bike, with the true wind coming 
straight from the left at 5 mph. When you're standing still, 
you feel the force on your left arm. Now ride the bike 
forward at 5 mph. The wind will feel like it's coming at you 
at a 45 angle, between straight in front of you and straight 
from the left. This is the apparent wind.  

As the bike picks up speed, the wind will feel as though 
it has moved more to the front of the bike. If you start 
riding down a hill at 45 mph, you won't be able to feel it 
from side any more - it's mostly from the front. That 
generated wind has taken over.  

Conversely, if the bike is going 5 mph and the speed of 
the breeze from the left picks up to 30 mph, you probably 
won't feel the generated wind any longer. You will feel all 
the true wind, because it is much stronger.  

Now, imagine the same situation in the boat. The boat 
is traveling forward at 5 mph, and the wind is straight 
across the beam at 5 mph. It will feel as though you are on 
a close reach, with the apparent wind coming at the boat 
from a 45 angle. When a puff hits, the wind will move back 
toward the beam, causing a lift - and when you hit a lull 
and slow down, the breeze moves to the bow, causing a 
header. Experiment with this by sailing into lulls and puffs 
and watching the sidestay tell-tales.  

"Feeling the Edge" 

No matter the body of water on which you sail, there 
will be wind shifts - both headers and lifts. Often, these 
come with little or no warning, and those racers that notice 
and adapt the most quickly will pull ahead.  

After sailing for a while, it will be simple to detect and 
react to the shifts - it will be second nature to do it while 
you are thinking of something else. It's a sort of voodoo, 
especially for the best sailors. They won't be able to tell 
you how they do it because they've done it for so long.  

Technique: Watching the Telltales 

The eventual goal for your upwind development is to 
be able to sail to windward by merely feeling the boat. 
However, in the beginning, and also in some conditions, 
such as very light air, you will need to watch the telltales 
on the jib. 

Have the crew pull the jib in as far as possible. By "as 
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far as possible," I mean the point where it is as close to 
the centerline of the boat, without "squashing" all the 
power out). Don't flatten it completely. To determine 
where this point is, sail against someone while trying 
different settings on the jib. If the boat feels sluggish, let 
the jib out a little to put some power back in. Remember, 
also, that if the jib is cranked in too tight, this will close 
the slot between the jib and the main.  

Once you have the jib trimmed correctly, you can 
start steering the boat, using the telltales as guides. If 
the outside telltale "piddles," this means the sail is 
overtrimmed for the direction of the wind on the boat. 
You don't want to let the sail out, so you must head up. 
This, in effect, retrims the sails, except instead of 
bringing the sails in, you "brought the whole boat in."  

If the inside telltale piddles constantly, or if the sail 
luffs (actual luffing, or just an inversion at the front edge 
of the sail), the jib is undertrimmed. You don't want to 
crank in more on the sheet, so you must retrim by 
bearing off.  

Your goal is to make the outside tale flow straight 
back and the inside tale "lift" occasionally, meaning 
some air is getting to it, but not all the time. If you don't 
know how often the inside tale should be lifting, err on 
the side of too often. It's better to have too much air 
flowing along the inside edge of the sail, than not 
enough.  

When this happens, you should be pointing as high 
as possible. Remember through all this adjusting that if 
the boat is not up to speed, you won't be able to point, 
so make sure you're going as fast as you can. Also, you 
should be able to feel when the power is gone from the 
jib and the main. The following sections will give you an 
idea of how to develop this "feel."  

Technique: Feathering 

The most helpful article I've ever read about sailing a 
small dinghy was an article in Sailing World called 
"Ease-Hike-Trim." At first I thought this was a stupid 
article. "Doesn't everyone do this?" It didn't take long to 
realize this comes with experience.  

Even though I thought the article was kind of silly at 
the time, I came away with one piece of information that 
has helped my racing more than any other, and that is 
the technique of Feathering. This technique, when used 
in conjunction with Ease-Hike-Trim, can push your 
pointing up at least another 5 -10 degrees.  

Basic Idea 

Start by pointing into the wind as high as possible, 
and have the mainsheet pulled in tight. Now, every time 
a puff hits, head up into the wind until the boat is flat 
again. Then, when the puff has died off a little, you will 
be sailing in what feels like a header, so bear off until 
the power returns to the sail. You should be constantly 
making adjustments to your course.  

Notes on Feathering 

1. Before concentrating on this technique, you should 
have the basics of Ease-Hike-Trim mastered. Often 

a puff will hit too quickly to correct in time, and the 
boat will roll up on its side, killing all your speed, and 
washing you downwind. The only way to stop this is 
to Ease-Hike-Trim.  

2. Ease-Hike-Trim should be used in conjunction with 
feathering. As mentioned above, the puffs 
sometimes strike too hard to compensate with only 
one method. The heading up should be done slowly, 
to keep control. Also, the boat should not ever heel 
more than 10 degrees. If it does, you're losing 
speed and ground.  

3. The initial heel not only indicates the puff (or lift), but 
it also helps the boat to turn up into the wind to point 
higher. Use this heel to steer, minimizing rudder 
usage. The same is true when the lull (or header) 
hits. The boat will heel to windward, turning the boat 
away from the wind-exactly what you want.  

4. It is important to recognize that, as mentioned 
above in the section, "Apparent Wind," a gust has 
almost the same effect on the boat that a lift does. 
Similarly, a lull feels like a header.  

5. What you will be doing when you bear off is building 
up speed - then the "feather" up into the wind uses 
that speed to shoot you closer toward the windward 
mark.  

Skills: Blindfolded Sailing 

Now, once the above techniques have been 
mastered, you can sail upwind using only feel. A great 
way to practice is to close your eyes. If you are sailing 
with a crew, you can even go so far as to blindfold 
yourself, with the crew standing as a lookout for 
obstacles.  

This may seem silly, but there is no better exercise to 
force yourself to get used to sailing without staring at 
your telltales. Your eventual goal should be to put your 
boat on auto pilot, as far as speed and pointing are 
concerned. This leaves your eyes open for tactical and 
strategic considerations.  

Skills: Two-Boat Speed Testing 

You will always find that competition improves your 
performance, and this is especially true with sailing. You 
can work on your upwind speed alone, but it is always 
nice to practice with someone else, both to gauge your 
progress and to provide incentive to sail harder. 
However, there are a few things you must know to 
maximize your practice with another boat.  

First, the goal of speed testing is to gauge and 
improve your speed and pointing - not to practice 
tacking or tactics. Choose an open stretch of water 
where you won't have to tack for a while.  

Second, get the boats far enough apart so neither is 
in the other's bad air, but close enough to be in the 
same wind. You must have the same conditions for 
each boat to get a true reading. See the figure below. 
Notice that these boats are on a parallel course, and 
they are about 3 boat-lengths apart.  
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Third, set the sails on each of the boats to have the 
same shape. The object is to test and improve your 
sailing abilities, not to see if more draft is faster.  

Start out in this position and sail until one boat is 
blanketing or backwinding the other. Then tack and start 
the process over. You will find your speed and pointing 
improve almost by themselves. Your body will start 
doing what it must to make the boat go fast and high, 
using the other boat as a reference. Use all the ideas 
outlined above and below, including ease-hike-trim and 
feathering.  

Technique: Steering the Boat Using the Boat 

If you've been reading this guide and paying 
attention, it should be obvious by now that any extra 
rudder movements not only turn the boat, but they also 
slow you down. A boat can be steered using only the 
trim of the sails and the trim of the hull.  

Heel the boat to windward and the boat turns 
downwind. Likewise, it turns upwind when heeled to 
leeward. In fact, it won't take much heel to accomplish 
this, so try not to overdo it.  

Now, imagine the boat as a big weathervane. The 
centerboard is the pivot, and the sails are the rooster. 
By the way, the pivot point is referred to as the center of 
lateral resistance, located around the middle of the 
centerboard. There is a corresponding center of effort 
located in the middle of the sail plan.  

 

 

The boat is called "balanced" when it doesn't want to 
head up (weather helm) or bear off (lee helm) when 
sailed flat. When a boat is balanced, this means the 
center of effort is directly above the center of lateral 
resistance. When the center of effort moves back, as it 
would if the main is trimmed and jib is not, the wind 
pushes the butt of the boat around, heading it up into the 
wind. The opposite happens when the jib, but not the 
main, is trimmed in.  

Just a note about the desired feel for the boat: Your 
boat should have a very slight amount of weather helm 
to it. Make sure it's not too much, or the rudder will be 
used excessively to keep the boat straight. A balanced 
boat is not quite as fast as one with a tiny bit of weather 
helm, and lee helm is a big no-no.  

Skills: Sailing Without a Rudder 

With the information above, you should be able to 
grasp the idea of rudderless sailing. Get to the middle of 
your lake with the rudder on, then remove it from the 
water (it's important not to just leave it in, since it keeps 
steering). Now, using the information above and the 
table below, sail the boat on a beam reach.  

To Head Up:  

 Trim the main  

 Ease the jib  

 Heel the boat to leeward  

To Bear Off:  

 Trim the jib  

 Ease the main  

 Heel the boat to windward  

You will be doing a lot of circles at first, but 
eventually a little control will come.  

With this control will come new ways to steer, even 
with the rudder in, allowing the boat to turn itself, without 
the braking action of the drag formed on the rudder.  
 

Next issue - Tacking 
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Class News 

                     
  

 George Fisher Memorial Regatta 
Hoover Sailing Club 
June 19-20, 2010 
By Tim Lohner, Interlake #1274 
 

The results of the George Fisher Memorial Regatta 
are in and wow, did the Hoover Interlakes ever show up 
to compete.  Fourteen of the 28 boats, participating in 
what was formerly known as the Interlake Stakes, were 
from Hoover!  Nice, but sometimes challenging breeze, 
ranging from 15 mph to almost nothing, allowed for the 
completion of five races, three on Saturday and two on 
Sunday morning.  This year, we took a break from our 
famous Seafood Boil (due to the noticeable absence of 
several “boil masters”) and instead served up a free 
buffet of mostly homemade hors d’oeuvres and the food 
was great.  Besides, who would want to host a New 
Orleans style seafood boil after what’s been happening 
in the gulf?   

Thanks to the 14 traveling teams who came to sail 
with us at Hoover.  It was great to have so many boats 
on the line!   
 

Place Skipper, Crew Boat Club R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 Total 

1 Scott Savage, Jeff Jones 1340 HSC 2 2 2 1 1 6 

2 Matt Fisher, Amanda Fisher, Gwen Mulvey 1174 HSC 1 1 3 4 11 9 

3 Sjoerd-Jan & Kathy Vanderhorst 1418 SSC 3 5 8 3 2 13 

4 Don, Jane & Tim Wilson 1374 ISC 8 3 1 2 8 14 

5 Bryan & Tiffany Parker, Phil Bunting 923 
 

4 4 4 5 4 16 

6 Scott Graham, Matt Givens 1280 LYC 7 14 7 6 5 25 

7 Dick & Diana Evans, Carolyn Tanner 1240 LYC 10 7 12 9 3 29 

8 Mark Presley, Jay Huling 1382 HSC 12 12 6 10 6 34 

9 Paul Sutton, Bill Smith 1390 HSC 11 6 13 17 9 39 

10 
Bill Sanderson, Cara Sanderson-Bown, Mike 
Stratton 

1333 MSC 5 18 10 13 13 41 

11 Alan Freeland, Lindsey Holmes 1305 HSC 9 11 14 7 14 41 

12 Jim & Mark Boucher 1178 LYC 15 17 15 12 7 49 

13 AJ, Brendan & Michael Savage 1293 LYC 6 8 9 DNS DNS 52 

14 Kevin Bracy, Becky Vardian 1248 SSC 13 27 16 16 10 55 

15 Jeff & Alex Tyndall 1298 HSC 21 16 5 22 19 61 

16 Rob Ciccotelli, Lisa Aspery 1289 HSC 17 9 19 21 16 61 

17 Tim Lohner, Bruce Tran, Lynn Allison 1274 HSC 14 19 18 14 15 61 

18 Mike Mirarchi, Kurt Andrews 1209 LYC 16 10 21 15 DNF 62 

19 Ron Gall, Dan Brainard 1325 JRSC 18 21 23 18 12 69 

20 Steve Rendina, Ann Jones, Alan Mittermaier 799 HSC 22 22 24 8 24 76 

21 Mike McClinchie, Brandon Groff 1424 HSC 26 20 25 11 20 76 

22 Steve & Jeff Bardus, Robyn Parker 1386 CYC 19 24 22 19 18 78 

23 Stephen Cheek, Mike DiPlacido 1024 HSC 28 23 11 25 22 81 

24 Scott Solsman, Steve Richards 1324 HSC 25 13 20 26 23 81 

25 Larry & David Basford 567 HSC 24 26 17 24 21 86 

26 Gary Savage, Christy Whitte 681 LYC 27 15 DNF 20 25 87 

27 Seth Parker, Meaghan Bead 766 LSYC 23 28 26 23 26 98 

28 Mitch & Jessica Banchefsky 1408 HSC 20 25 DNF DNS DNS 103 

 

 
Hoover top five – congratulations! 
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Sandusky One-Design Regatta 
Sandusky Sailing Club 
June 26, 2010 
By Sjoerd-Jan Vanderhorst, Interlake #1418 
 

The 2010 Sandusky One Design Interlake regatta 
was sailed on a beautiful sunny day on Saturday June 
26.   The regatta was sailed on the East bay just 
outside the Sandusky Sailing Club.   The regatta 
started late in the afternoon so boats could come from 
out of town and we had a great 18 boat turn out.   
There was a barge party at the sandbar which kept 
many powerboats away and left the bay with minimal 
chop.    There were 5 races sailed in breeze that 
ranged from 10-17 and at the end of the day SSC 

hosted a meal featuring their traditional burgers so 
everyone was well fed before heading home.  The racing 
was very tight, leaving no room for mistakes and at the 
end of the day there was a 3-way tie for first place.    
First was Sjoerd-Jan Vanderhorst and Kathy Evans, 
Second was Brad Balmert and Randy Knilans, Third was 
Bob and Betsy Bradley.  In a close 4th place was Brad 
Huntley and Fritz Everson, who pulled the trigger a little 
early in the final race to score an OCS.  Thank you to all 
the out of town boats that came in and all the wonderful 
volunteers that made the regatta so great. 

Please do yourself a favor and attend next year.  It 
will be a great tune up for Nationals and you are always 
welcome to tent at the club and enjoy Sandusky for 
another day or more practice. 
 

  Sail Skipper Crew Club Total Race 1 Race 2 Race 3 Race 4 Race 5 

1 1418 Vanderhorst,Sjoerd-Jan   SSC 9 2 4 5*  2 1 

2 1384 Balmert,Brad Knilans,Randy LSYC 9 3 1 3 6*  2 

3 1332 Bradley,Bob Bradley,Betsy JRSC 9 4*  2 1 3 3 

4 1399 Huntley,Brad Everson,Fritz SSC 12 1 3 7 1 18*OCS 

5 1185 Kyle,Ryan 
 

SSC 18 8*  5 2 7 4 

6 1374 Wilson,Don Wilson,Ben ISC 23 6 7 9*  4 6 

7 1376 Bradley,Bryan Bradley,Jim JRSC 25 9*  8 4 5 8 

8 1262 Zuilhof,Mike Leib,Robert SSC 33 5 13 6 9 18*DNS 

9 1382 Presley,Mark Trgges,Todd HSC 34 16*  6 13 8 7 

10 1280 Graham,Scott Galigar,Craig LYC 37 12*  12 8 12 5 

11 1325 Gall,Ron Gall,Ray JRSC 37 7 10 11 18*DNF 9 

12 1305 Freeland,Alan Holmes,Lindsey HSC 40 11*  9 10 10 11 

13 1333 Sanderson,Bill House,Jim MSC 49 10 11 18*OCS 18 OCS 10 

14 1424 McClinchie,Mike Smith,BIll HSC 57 13 14 18*OCS 18 OCS 12 

15 609 Mantey,Ben Mantey,Kim JRSC 58 15 17 15 11 18*DNS 

16 952 Everson,Lilly Metcaf,Kyle SSC 61 14 15 14 18*DNS 18 DNS 

17 1024 Cheek,Stephen DeCaminada,Barbara HSC 63 17 16 12 18*DNF 18 DNS 

 

 

Lorain Sailing & Yacht Club hosted their annual One Design 
Regatta on Saturday, July 17th for Interlakes, Jet 14's and Star 
Boats.  Winds were 13-18.  Interlake results were as follows: 
  
1st Place        Brad Balmert 
2nd Place       Rich Wismer 
3rd Place        Bill Sanderson 
4th Place        Kevin Bracy 

Lorain One-Design Regatta 
Lorain Sailing & Yacht  Club 
July 17, 2010 
By Kathy LaValley 
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  Great White Northern Championships 
Grand Traverse Yacht Club 
June 26-27, 2010 
By Bob Sagan, Interlake #1411 
 

{The follow account is from my highly suspect point 
of view.  The names have not been changed since there 
are no innocents…} 

The forecast called for thunderstorms and a variety 
of wrath of god type stuff. Once again the weatherman 
got it wrong. 

It was a perfect weekend for racing Interlakes.  Sat 
started with 6 knots and a sea-breeze gradually building 
to 15 knots from the North.  This brought small 
oscillations and flat water that later gradually built to 1.5 
ft. waves.  If you didn't have a race that was in your 
sweet spot then you just didn’t have one!  Fortunately I 
hooked up with an old buddy, Jason Masseroni, who a 
great gear shifter.  Jason hadn't sailed dinghies for a 
couple of years and said how good it was to get back 
into it (J has been doing the PHRF thing).  He even 
enjoyed the full on hiking races 3-5 brought us on sat.  J 
realized that he was out of shape, but loving it.  The 
ease of our gear shifting made it much easier to keep 
our eyes out of the boat, and the Karma calm while we 
fell right back into our old form of banter, rib poking & 
fun. 

The fleet positions changed greatly with the 
conditions as most people did have a moment to shine 
in their sweet spot.  Race 1 saw Jack Coleman/Ann 
Taylor in 2

nd
, with Tom & Kendall (daughter) Young 

showing their light air prowess with a 3
rd

 & 2
nd

 in R1 & 
R2.  R3 had strengthening winds to the low teens.  This 
was to the liking of Clark Phelps (Jr. Nat Champion) with 
Ted Lockwood who found their top ten nationals form of 
2009 and won R3, but not until Clark’s parents, Dave & 
Sherry, whupped them in R2.   

During all of this a junior team of three 13/14 year 
olds was doing just fine in the changing conditions.  
Ryan Geiser, with Christen & Emilee Geiger are 
products of the Traverse Area Community Sailing 
program & parental support/involvement.  They 
managed the starts just fine and looked great under 
spinnaker! 

Dinner was great and such the deal at $5.  It was a 
potluck with fleet member (and former Chef) Louis 
Rodriguez cooking chicken, burgers and made a 
fabulous batch of beans.  You know, the kind with 7 or 8 
or 200 different beans all mixed together and cooked all 
day in a crock pot.  Well, I think they were good.  I 
missed out.  They were snarfed up fast, and then for 
whole night and next day I had to listen to everyone tell 
me how good they were.  I get no lov'n! 

I also got no lov'n on the cut throat Bocce match 
either!! 

So Sunday it was payback time.  Conditions had 
changed totally.  Wind was from the SSE (off shore/no 
fetch/flat water) a puffy/patchy 3-10 with 20+ degree 
shifts.  In other words: "Shift to the left - shift to the right - 
wind up - wind down - fight fight Fight."  Talk about gear 
shifting.  And with these changing conditions came more 
fleet mixing.  Isn’t that what one design sailing is all 
about? The start of R2 became a jumble when what 
looked to be a perfect drifter start got "hit" with a 3.5 knot 
puff.  Jason & I had no place to go on our "perfect" start 
but over along with Jack & somebody else.  After 
restarting we quickly got back in phase.  Racing in 3-7 
knots we able to connect the dots and take the final 
bullet with Dave & Sherry Phelps following with their best 
score (2

nd
).   

Special mention should go to Eric Lind who 
disqualified himself (withdrew) from R4 because he said 
he fouled Dick Hirtriter and Dick should have protested.  
This was in the best of the Corinthian spirit. Eric’s 
withdrawal from the race ultimately resulted in Dick 
Hirtrieter winning the Masters Championship. 

So congratulations to all of the winners: Champion Jr. 
Team: Ryan Geiser with Christien & Emilee Geiger; best 
Jr. Skipper (with adult crew), Clark Phelps, Masters 
Champion, Dick Hirtrieter; Great White Northern 
Champions:  Bob Sagan with Jason Masseroni. 

Thank you to all of our Race Committee, especially 
PRO Bob Clark (who also lent a crash boat), my parents 
and to the Phelps Family for lending another RC boat.  

And a special award was granted to Ann Taylor & 
Jack Coleman who have made every Great White 
Regatta ever (beginning in 1998).  Their award is free 
registration for as long as they keep their streak alive! 
 

Skipper/Crew Boat Club R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 Total 

Bob Sagan, Jason Masseroni 1411 GTYC 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 8 

Clark Phelps, Ted Lockwood 1131 GTYC 4 4 1 2 2 3 3 19 

Tom & Kendall Young 1377 GTYC 3 2 4 3 5 2 4 23 

Jack Coleman, Ann Taylor 1269 PYC 2 6 3 5 3 4 5 28 

Dave & Sherry Phelps 1407 GTYC 7 3 5 6 6 5 2 34 

Louis & Lisa Rodriguez, Steve Pfiel 730 GTYC 6 5 7 4 4 8 8 40 

Dick & Jim Hirtreiter 1372 GTYC 8 7 6 8 7 6 7 49 

Eric Lind, Loren Newton, Katie Zimmerman 1290 GTYC 5 8 8 7 wd 10 7 6 51 

Ryan Gieser, Christian & Emilee Geiger 1094 GTYC 9 9 9 dnf  dns dns dns 66 
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ISCA Executive Committee Meeting 
Wednesday, July 28, 2010 

Interlake National Championships 
Russells Point, Ohio 

CALL TO ORDER 

A.J. Savage (President)          Scott Savage (Vice-President) 
Ron Gall (Secretary-Treasurer)      Steve Aspery (Intercom) 
Jim Bradley (Past President)           Jeff Clark (Chief Measurer) 
Bob Sagan (Marketing)              Mike McClinchie (VP S-OH) 
Don Wilson (VP IN-East Coast) 
Also present: Terry Kilpatrick (Builder), Clark Chapin (US 
SAILING) 
  

MEETING MINUTES 

Minutes from the Executive Committee meeting of May 1, 2010 
were approved. 

REPORTS 

A. Secretary - Treasurer 
Ron Gall reported:      (year end) 
Membership: 2010 2009    Money:       as of 7/28/10 

Active   152 157    Checking  $14,136.84 
Associate    27   27    Savings    $   8,921.77 
FYF     18   23              ====== 
Life       6     7         $23,058.61 
   203 214 

B. US SAILING 

No report. 

C. Chief Measurer 

Jeff Clark reported that measurement at Nationals was 
going well and thanked everyone involved. There were no 
major measurement issues this year. 

It was brought to everyone’s attention that the 
specification change centering around VHF radios was 
strictly a mail-in ballot, and that the balloting was now closed. 
The voting was 13 votes for the specification change and no 
votes against. 

As requested at the last meeting, Jeff wrote and 
distributed a sail acquisition amendment proposal based on 
the current Thistle Class rule. Jeff replaced, but not in the 
same spot, the second sentence of section 2 of Article V – 
Sails “Each new boat may have not more than two suits 
of sails and each boat is limited to one additional suit 
each year thereafter and shall be of the type as shown 
on the plans.” and replaced it with: 

“10. Limitations on Acquisition of Sails 

The acquisition of new or used sails by the owner of 
an Interlake, for use on that boat, shall be limited to one 
suit per calendar year. The use of a sail(s) in any race in 
a sanctioned event, a local regatta, or a fleet race, shall 
constitute acquisition, subject to the exemptions listed 
below. The date of acquisition of a new sail is the date of 
shipping out of the loft. 

The sailmaker shall mark the sail with the date of 
shipment on the sail immediately below the royalty label. 

The purchaser of a newly manufactured Interlake may 
acquire two suits of sails in the calendar year in which 
he acquires that Interlake. Any sails retained by the new 
owner from the ownership of a previous boat, or 
acquired with the purchase of the boat, shall count as 
sails acquired, and shall subtract from the allowance for 

purchase of new sails, if such sails are to be put to 
competitive use on that boat. 

If an owner acquires a sail, or a suit of sails, which he 
does not feel competitive, he may retire such sail(s) 
within fifteen (15) days of the date of first use, and may 
acquire a replacement sail. The Chief Measurer shall be 
notified of this action in writing prior to the acquisition of 
replacement sails. The intent of this paragraph is to 
allow newly acquired sails which are non-competitive to 
be retired from competitive sailing without prejudice, 
and is not to allow the acquisition of additional suits of 
competitive sails. The owner shall certify in writing in his 
notification to the Chief Measurer that he has retired the 
sail(s) only because they are non-competitive in his 
opinion. This exemption procedure may not be used 
again within five years of the date of notification of the 
Chief Measurer.” 

The wording was discussed and debated with revisions 
pending. A.J. will send this out to the Executive Committee 
for additional comments and suggestions. 

Jeff sent the issue of “sail windows” to the Measurement 
Committee. Jeff came up with a proposal for Executive 
Committee discussion that would add two square feet to the 
main, which would make up for the one square foot loss to 
the telltale window and allow for a slightly bigger main 
window for looking through. Also the proposal would allow for 
adding a square foot to the jib window. It was proposed that 
this issue be referred to the Measurement Committee to 
construct an official proposal. The motion was seconded and 
approved. 

Jeff lastly asked for input on adding a fifth person to the 
Measurement Committee. The current Measurement 
Committee consists of Bryan Parker, Mike Zuilhof, Jeff Clark 
and Clark Chapin. Jeff also asked for input into someone 
who would be a good replacement for him as Chief 
Measurer. 

D. Builder 

Terry Kilpatrick reported that he has built three boats this 
year. On the other hand, he said that there has been a lot of 
movement of used boats. Terry is keeping an eye on the 
future cost of aluminum, stainless steel and other materials 
that may influence his prices. 

 

Jack Coleman and Ann Taylor at GTYC – photo by Greg Makki 
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E. Marketing 

Bob Sagan will report on marketing at the general 
membership meeting. 

F. Intercom 

Ron Gall brought up the concept of E-newsletters for 
discussion. 

G. Regional VPs 
Northern Ohio – No report 
Michigan – Vacant 
Southern Ohio – No report 
Indiana/Mid Atlantic – No report 

OLD BUSINESS 

A. Non-Profit Status 

Ron Gall has been in touch with Ryan Kelly of the 
Michigan State Law Clinic, specializing in non-profit 
organizations, and they are working together to submit the 
required forms to reestablish the ISCA as a corporation, of 
which had expired in the mid-eighties. Once this has been 
established, we can apply for 501c3 non-profit status. Steve 
Aspery expressed his interest in rolling the Fisher 
Endowment into the ISCA 501c3 application to become a 
part of the ISCA. This would require a separate set of 
Bylaws as part of the endowment. Steve asked the 
Executive Committee for their opinion. Steve would like non-
profit status be established by the end of the year. Ron will 
get a better idea of critical dates soon. 

B. Michigan VP 

Scott Savage was unsuccessful in finding a suitable 
person for this position and requested more potential 
candidates. Clark Chapin volunteered to assist in this quest. 

NEW BUSINESS 

A. Boat Grant Status 

Steve Aspery reported that the Fisher Endowment 
currently has two boats, one purchased and the other 
donated. The first boat grant has been awarded to Brett 
Freeman, from Ohio State. Brett is currently registered to 
compete in this year’s Nationals. 

B. 2011 Nationals 

Scott Savage has been in discussion with members of 
North Cape Yacht Club and Buckeye Lake Yacht Club. Both 
clubs have expressed interest in hosting our 2011 Nationals. 
Buckeye Lake will have their bid in writing in time for the 
General Membership Meeting tomorrow. North Cape will not 
make a commitment until after their board meeting on 
August 9. It was discussed that 2012 may be a better year 
for North Cape, based on their current 2011 commitments. 
Steve Harris, from Buckeye Lake, said that traditional dates 
should not be a problem. The only dates they need to avoid 
are those that would conflict with Junior Bay Week. 

C. Honorary ISCA Membership Nomination 

Clark Chapin sent around a nomination for honorary 
ISCA membership. Steve Aspery moved to adopt the 
proposal from Clark. The proposal was seconded and 
approved. The announcement will be made at a later time. 

Meeting adjourned at 6:08 pm. Next meeting will be on October 2 

 at the Poltergeist Regatta. 

 

ISCA Annual Meeting 
Thursday, July 29, 2010 

Interlake National Championships 
Indian Lake Yacht Club, Russells Point, OH 

 
CALL TO ORDER 

President A.J. Savage called the meeting to order at 6:58 pm 

REPORTS 

A. Secretary – Treasurer 

Ron Gall reported that we are 11 memberships shy of 
our numbers from the end of last year. Ron asked the 
membership to encourage other Interlakers to join the class. 
Bob Sagan encouraged the active members to purchase 
“crew” memberships for their crews. 

Ron also reported that the class was doing well 
financially. 

B. Marketing 

Bob Sagan reported that he will be sending out a 
membership questionnaire in the near future. 

C. Intercom 

Steve asked for pictures and articles for the upcoming 
issue. 

OLD BUSINESS 

A. Non-Profit Status 

A.J. Savage reported the ISCA was in discussions with 
the Michigan State small business non-profit law clinic to 
establish non-profit status by the end of the year. 

NEW BUSINESS 

A. 2011 Nationals 

Buckeye Lake Yacht Club submitted a bid to host the 
2011 Interlake National Championships. A.J. Savage 
reported that it was the ISCA’s intention to accept this bid. 

B. Slate of Officers 

The election of officers was voted on and approved by 
the general membership. The new officers will be Scott 
Savage – President, Mike McClinchie – Vice President, and 
Ron Gall – Secretary/Treasurer. 

C. ISCA Specification Amendment Proposal - VHF Radios  

The proposal was sent to the membership for a mail-in 
vote. The results were 13 votes for the proposal and no 
votes against. Article III – Hull and Decks Paragraph 14 of 
the ISCA Specifications will now be revised to read: 

14. Hardware. Optional except: 

a. Any hiking aides other than straps or hand lines within 
the confines of the hull are not allowed. 

b. No electronic devices designed for racing benefit are 
allowed on the boat, with the exception of a device or 
devices which do the following: 

1. A device that displays the magnetic heading of the 
boat; or 

2. A device that displays time of day, elapsed time, or 
countdown time. 

No other electronic devices on the boat shall be used 
to provide a racing benefit. The Organizing Authority 
may allow, but not require, VHF radios or other 
specified communication devices to be used while 
racing for the sole purpose of communicating between 
the Race Committee and competitors. In any race, a 
VHF radio may be carried with the power off, for use in 
case of emergency to give help to a person or vessel 
in danger as allowed under Fundamental Rule 1 of the 
ISAF Rules. 

c. Mast steps which permit the mast to pivot are not 
allowed. 

Meeting adjourned at 7:07 pm. 
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This is your newsletter – 
contribute! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The deadline for the next Intercom 
is 

October 15, 2010 
 

Please send articles and photos to 
LAspery@columbus.rr.com 

ISCA Member/Builder Committee 

Created by the ISCA Executive Committee to 
promote a positive relationship with Customflex 
and assist members in resolving difficulties with 
service and parts.  Members should contact one of 
the committee members for assistance. 

Bob Bradley 734-243-0974 

Scott Savage 614-889-7729  

Steve Wiseman 734-663-3217 
 

Yes, you can 

Advertise in the intercom! 
   

 
Products – Services – Events – Etc. 

 
 

Rates per issue: 
Full Page (not cover) $60 
2/3 Page            $45 
Half Page    $30 
1/4 Page $15 

 
Please contact: 

LAspery@columbus.rr.com 
Steve & Lisa Aspery 

(614) 841-1846 

 
 

 

Know someone who would like to sail a 
competitive Interlake for the  

2011 sailing season? 
 

Apply for the Interlake boat grant at 
www.interlakesailing.org 

Continued from page 23 

Interlake 342 - Own a piece of history! , Frequent winner! Close 

to original, but with upgraded rigging, all original mahogany, 2 sets 
of sails, one only used about 5 times, 2 centerboards, brand new 
mooring cover-- (never used) included, trailer included. Could  use 
a coat of paint and varnish $3500 wjj6@juno.com 419-945-2194 
Wes Lambert 

Sails for Sale  2008 - Quantum jib & main - still in great shape, 

always rolled - $700;  2007 - North spinnaker (bright red with a 
dark blue stripe) - $200.  I am happy to pay shipping to get the sails 
to you.   jimward7@hotmail.com  

Jib - I have a “like new” Interlake North Sails jib for sale … only 
used in one regatta … asking $400 … or possible trade for a 10’-
12’ river kayak.   Contact Alan:  614-236-8345 (W), 614-309-2394 
(C) 

North Sail Main, Jib and Spinnaker sailed at the Sandusky 

Bay Nationals by the National Champion boat.  Sails were new at 
the Nationals and not sailed since – like new.  Asking $1,500, 
OBO.  Contact Gary Davis at (614) 746-0633 or at 
g2d2s2@gmail.com.  Available in Columbus after September 15. 

 

 

Nationals PRO Steve Harris with part of the Indian Lake race committee:  
Dan Ulrich, Jeff Hartlep, Valerie Wood 

Photo by Jess Ewing           
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 ISCA OFFICERS 
 

President 
AJ Savage          614-792-2855 
Dublin, OH  

endurancerace@wowway.com 
 
Vice President 

Scott Savage      614-505-6363 
Columbus, OH  
savage.6@osu.edu 

 
Secretary/Treasurer 
Ron Gall             419-450-6972 

Toledo, OH  
ron.gall@yahoo.com 
 

Chief Measurer 
Jeff Clark            614-487-8787 
Upper Arlington, OH 

Jeffc1370@yahoo.com 
 
Intercom Editors 

Steve & Lisa Aspery 
Worthington, OH   614-841-1846 

LAspery@columbus.rr.com 
steve@darifill.com 

  
Past President 
Jim Bradley        419-874-2691 

Perrysburg, OH  
jtbradley@accesstoledo.com 
 

VP Marketing 
Bob Sagan         231-929-3555 
Traverse City, MI  

BSagan1411@charter.net  

 
 

VP Northern Ohio 
Brad Balmert      440-282-4079 
Lorain, OH    

kb1384@centurytel.net 
 
VP Southern Ohio 

Mike McClinchie 614-330-1033 
Westerville, OH  
mike1424@me.com 

 
VP Michigan 
Jim Milliman       231-883-6222 

Traverse City, MI  
millimansb@aol.com   
 

VP Indiana / East Coast 
Don Wilson         317-272-6801 
Avon, IN 

jaws1374@sbcglobal.net 
 
Interlake Class Historian 

Mike Muhn          419-626-2615 
Sandusky, OH 
mjmgoskins@yahoo.com 
 
 

FLEET CAPTAINS 
 
 

Fleet #1 Sandusky SC 

Kevin Bracy       440-915-2780 
Westlake, OH    
cwrukicker@hotmail.com 

 
Fleet #4 Jolly Roger SC 
Ron Gall             419-450-6972 

Toledo, OH  
ron.gall@yahoo.com 

Fleet #5 Mohican SC 
Joe Murr             330-465-8692 
Wooster, OH    

joemurr@hotmail.com 
   

Fleet #6 Portage Lakes YC 
Darwin Steele     330-633-3848 
Tallmadge, OH  

DarwinSteele@att.net  
 

Fleet #7 Clark Lake YC 
Paul Gies 
Jackson, MI        517-392-0149 
 

Fleet #10 Indian Lake YC 

Ron Seiter         937-898-9056 
Dayton, OH  
RSeiter@woh.rr.com 
 

Fleet #13 American Sailing 
Institute 
Michael Golden  248-549-3030 

Royal Oak, MI  
michael-golden@msn.com 
 

Fleet #14 North Cape YC 
Denny Dieball     419-729-1758 

Toledo, OH 
judithd729@aol.com 
 

Fleet #17 Lorain Sailing & YC 
Rich Wismer     440-308-6834 

 
 

Fleet #22 Portage YC 
Todd Willford      734-253-2745 
Pinckney, MI 

toddwillford@yahoo.com 

Fleet #23 Leatherlips YC 
Bill McDonald     614-975-7866 
Worthington, OH  

wmcdonald@columbus.rr.com   
 
Fleet #24 Hoover  SC 

Mike McClinchie 614-330-1033 
Westerville, OH  
mike1424@me.com 

 
Fleet #28 Indianapolis SC 
Don Wilson         317-272-6801 

Avon, IN    
jaws1374@sbcglobal.net 
   

Fleet #38 Grand Traverse YC 
Bob Sagan       231-929-3555 

Traverse City, MI  
BSagan1411@charter.net  
 

Fleet #39 Mid-Atlantic 
Mike Magee     703-283-8458 

Alexandria, VA  
mmagee@atsiteres.com 
 

Fleet #40 Buckeye Lake 
Tracey Davis     614-446-0131 

Westerville, OH 
mtmdavis@juno.com 
 

Builder 
Terry Kilpatrick   419-875-5106 
Whitehouse,OH  

fax 419-875-5109 
Customflex@yahoo.com 
 

Webmaster 
Jeff Clark            614-487-8787 

Jeffc1370@yahoo.com 

Photos by Lynn Savage 

Classified Ads: 
Interlake 1407 - Blue and white. Like new condition. Race 
deck and cut down centerboard trunk. Lightly used. Race 
ready. Former Nationals winner. Quantum sails. Full travel 
covers, mast cover, padded rudder bag, and mooring cover. 
Trailer is like new with very little travel. Stored indoors every 
winter. I am a two interlake owner. The wife says I must sell 
one before I purchase a Melges. Asking $9,800. Located in 
Traverse City. Will consider delivery. Contact David Phelps 
(231) 935-4503 or slscdp@aol.com 

Interlake 1270 - 2008 Challenger National Champion; 2004 

- New deck (seats), standing rigging, and running rigging; 
Minimum hull weight – 650 lbs. (including 10 lbs. of corrector 
weights on CB trunk); Double-led controls: traveler, vang, 
outhaul, pole height, jib cloth, and Cunningham; Cut-down 
centerboard trunk; Sails – varying condition from regatta 
quality to rags: 5 mains, 5 jibs, 3 spinnakers; Mooring cover; 
Pamco tilting trailer; New tires in 2009; Winter stored indoors; 
Excellent condition – ready to sail/race; $3,900; Bryan 
Sarber, 317-335-7385, bsarber@gmail.com 

Interlake 1261 with galvanized Tene trailer, as-is condition. 
One side of the trunk needs new wood inserted and epoxied. 
Includes one set of sails in fair condition. Pastel blue hull. 
New rub rail and trunk cut down by Dieball in 2000. Raced in 
Nationals a few years ago. Asking $2000 OBO  Call Joe Murr 
330-465-8692 Mansfield, Ohio MSC 

Interlake 1040 (1974), sailed from Indian Lake Yacht Club 

since purchase in 2000.  White hull and white seated deck.  
Floatation tanks, cut-down center board and stainless center 

board, Pamco trailer recently rewired, two covers (trailering 
and mooring).  Two sets of sails, main, jib and spinnaker.  
Bailers, spinnaker pole, kick up rudder, vang, Cunningham. 
 Includes anchor.  Asking $2,500, OBO. Contact Gary Davis 
at (614) 746-0633 or at g2d2s2@gmail.com.  Boat is 
available to see in Columbus after September 15, 2010. 

Interlake 925 - in good condition. Red hull and deck with 
built in seating and cut down centerboard trunk, great starter 
boat or day sailor. Includes sails - main, jib with roller furling, 
spinnaker, spinnaker pole, running rigging, boat cover and 
trailer. Asking $2,600. Boat is located in Cleveland Ohio and 
sailed out of Sandusky Sailing Club. Contact Bob Brehm 
(440-333-1529) email brehms@ameritech.net for pictures. 

Interlake 915 - White deck with yellow hull. Originally sailed 
at Kiser Lake Sailing Club by my parents. The boat was not 
raced by them. It has been in my garage since they passed 
away in the 70’s and only sailed two weeks a year in New 
Hampshire on vacation. We are down-sizing to a condo and I 
must find a new home for it. Original Greiner main and jib (no 
spinnaker). Danforth anchor and line. Racing compass. 
Harken blocks. Elvstrom bailer. Spinnaker pole. Kick up 
rudder. Sailors Tailor traveling boat cover and mast-up 
mooring cover. Pamco tilt trailer with new bearings. Can send 
pictures. Asking $1500 for everything. Contact Mark Tepping 
at: marktepping@sbcglobal.net 

Continued on page 22 
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